
 
 The “Rat Dog” got its name from a SARC
(Special Amphibious Reconnaissance
Corpsman) who is known to thrive in the
suck and stay in the fight no matter how
dirty or tired. The whole Mitchell Defense
line up is built around reliability. The Rat
Dog is no exception. This rifle was designed
to be the most reliable and functional PCC
on the market. Featuring a two-stage
trigger that is built specifically for the PCC
and wont break due to increased stress
from a blowback gas system. Adding a
lipped buffer tube, flat wire spring, and a
properly weighted buffer all came together
to make an extremely reliable and
enjoyable PCC.

RELIABILITY MEETS PERFORMANCE

"RAT DOG" LINE

THE BCG
Meticulously machined as a
solid piece bolt for improved
reliably and to handle the stress
of a direct blow back system.
Finished in black nitride for
superior lubricity, corrosion
protection, and durability.
Full auto capable.
AR15 style extractor.

BILLET UPPER
The dedicated PCC upper is precision
machined from 7075-T6 Aluminum to
exacting tolerances to perfectly house
the PCC BCG.
Billeted from a solid piece of aluminum
to match perfectly with our PCC lower
receiver and have a flat surface for a
properly seated barrel that is inline
with the upper.

BILLET LOWER
Precision machined from solid billet 7075 T6 aluminum
with the same level of OCD found in all our rifles.
Flared mag well for faster reloads under stress and
designed for Glock style magazines.
Enhanced buffer tube features
Position drain holes to that easily removes water in
maritime environments and prevents build up of gas
and creating smoother cycling of BCG.
Carrier support extension that guides BCG into the
extension prohibiting carrier tilt and excessive carrier
wear while holding the buffer pin in place and making
backing out under recoil impossible.
Rat Dog specific buffer and stainless steel cryo treated
flat wire buffer spring that eliminates “twang” noise and
increasing forward pressure which greatly increases
reliability while feeding rounds.
Timney PCC two stage trigger built to withstand the
abuse of a direct blowback system.

QD insert on the endplate.
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THE BCG
Precision Ground
Finished in Armor Lube DLC.
Bolt is 9310 steel and properly heat
treated, MPI and shot peened.
100% American made and full auto
capable.

BILLET LOWER
7075 T6 aluminum  
Solid piece trigger guard
Flared mag well 
Enhanced buffer tube
Smooth as butter buffer system
Radian ambi safety selector
Right side bolt release
Geissele 2 stage SSA trigger
QD mount on end plate

CASE
Bulldog Tactical 36'’ soft case

BILLETED UPPER
7075- T6 aluminum
Thermal fit upper to barrel
10.3 Precision barrel 
SUB MOA accuracy
Radian Ambi charging handle

HANDGUARD
9'’ 6061 T6 aluminum
Top rail 1913 picatinny
Mlok 3,6,and 9 as well as offset 45's
Quad rail available
QD attachments on front and back

COATING
E series Cerakote Black
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THE "PATROL DOC" 
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THE "PATROL DOC" 

THE BCG
Precision Ground
Finished in Armor Lube DLC.
Bolt is 9310 steel and properly heat
treated, MPI and shot peened.
100% American made and full auto
capable.

BILLET LOWER
7075 T6 aluminum  
Solid piece trigger guard
Flared mag well 
Enhanced buffer tube
Smooth as butter buffer system
Radian ambi safety selector
Right side bolt release
Geissele 2 stage SSA trigger
QD mount on end plate

CASE
Bulldog Tactical 36'’ soft case

BILLETED UPPER
7075- T6 aluminum
Thermal fit upper to barrel
16'’ or 14.5'’ Precision barrel 
SUB MOA accuracy
Radian Ambi charging handle

HANDGUARD
9'’ 6061 T6 aluminum
Top rail 1913 picatinny
Mlok 3,6,and 9 as well as offset 45's
Quad rail available
QD attachments on front and back

COATING
E series Cerakote Black


